
                                              

TEAM MEETING MINUTES 

 

Date: 02/09/2015 

Time: 1600hrs 

Venue: SIS GSR2.6 

Attendees: Diana Binte Eddie, Eva Tan Guan Hua, Claudia Foong Pui Shuen , Goh Yi Xuan, Karen Lim Wen 

Yan, Vu Hoang Minh 

Agenda: IDP (Preparation for FYP) 
1. Brainstorm possible solutions for observation with IFL 
2. Email Prof Lau the list of questions for “observations” 

 

No. Task  Follow Up(Person-In-Charge)  Deadline 

1. Brainstorm possible solutions for observations with IFL 

Consultation with prof 
Problem: 

1. Logistics SMEs are still unable to leverage on the 
data generated by the software solutions to 
improve on their productivity – a key factor in 
sustaining their business or even expanding their 
business. 
 

Questions: 
1. As we are doing fyp based on VersaFleetTM, a 

SAAS based solution to manage logistics 
operations; the data we are looking at comes 
from this application. If we are unable to observe 
companies using this application, would the 
observation be relevant if we observe other 
logistics SMEs using similar IT solutions? 

2.  If we have limited observations, can we scope it 
to fulfil IDP requirements? 

 
Observation 1 
Problems: 

1. Keeping track of the time when goods are 
delivered.  

2. Computing drivers’ and operators’ allowance. 
3. Knowing when to replace truck 

 
Solutions: 

1. Display suggestions to problems 
a. When to replace trucks 
b. Pay drivers based on suggested routes 

(?) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Observation with Syafiq from 
Riverwood and gather 

information. (Diana, Claudia 
and Karen) 
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2.  Automatically suggest drivers to jobs based on 

schedule 
3. Display graphs of routes where drivers are most 

often late 
4.  Suggest routes to drivers 
5. Alert/Notify operators when outliers/undesirable 

data is detected 
6. Display trend 

a. Cost per employee 
b. Truck replacement per month 
c. Profit per employee (?) 

7. Assign drivers based on traffic analysis  
8. Based on the number of jobs completed, come 

up with an algorithm to decide drivers’ allowance 
9. Predict traffic conditions based on historical data 

and suggest alternative routes 

2. Email Prof Lau the list of questions for “observations” (Karen) 02092015 

 

Vetted by: Eva 

Follow up: To be circulated amongst team 

 


